ACCREDITATION: MUTUAL BENEFITS FOR RESEARCH AND INDUSTRY
Evolution of the quality management at Wood Protection Laboratory

2. Partner in the EU 5th PCRDT project PLYBIOTEST
   « Biological performances testing methodology to evaluate the durability on plywood as an indicator for exterior construction »

3. Pre-normative research on testing anti-termite barriers
   - XP ENV 12038 Durability of wood panels
   - XP X 41-542 Ageing test
   - XP X 41-550 Efficacy test

4. Perspectives
   - EN 350-1 Natural durability test
   - XP CEN/TS 15534-1 Wood-plastics composite characterisation
   - XP CEN/TS 15669 Thermal modified timber characterisation
   + Method conception

The accreditation extension is still in progress in the Wood Protection Laboratory of the CIRAD. Other standardized tests and the method conception activity should be accredited in the near future.
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